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Bodywork & Exercise
Increase Body Awareness While Increasing Your Activity
Ruth Werner
You have to give us credit: as a culture,
Americans are incredibly interested in
getting fit. We invest every year in new
diets,
exercise
programs,
and
supplements for weight loss and
improved energy. Low-range estimates
suggest that Americans spend about $2.6
billion each year on gym memberships
alone.
We also tend to pitch full speed into any
given commitment. If we're going to get
fit, by golly, we're going to do it now,
regardless of how long it took us to get
into our current state. We don't do
things by half measures, and moderation
is not in our nature. So how do we keep
ourselves injury-free while honoring
our commitment to exercise and get
healthy?

sports field seems to appeal to our
competitive spirit--especially when we're
surrounded by others who all seem to be
doing better than we are. Combine this
kind of human drive with poorly trained
athletic trainers who give bad advice
about form, pacing, and effort, and we
have a recipe for potential problems.
Exercise is only effective when it occurs
without injury. Any new exercise
program requires some caution, even if
it is comparatively easygoing. And more
challenging programs are safest and
most successful when new participants
build up their activity levels carefully and
receive excellent guidance about form.
When It Goes Wrong
We accrue musculoskeletal and fascial

I know it is wet
and the sun is
not sunny, but
we can have
lots of good fun
that is funny.
-Dr. Suess
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Moderation is key when beginning a new exercise program

Does It Have to Be All or Nothing?
We all know that starting an exercise
program doesn't actually mean we'll
finish it. When we throw ourselves into
an ambitious new routine, we are likely
to overdo it and get hurt. Then, we get
discouraged, and may give up entirely,
only to start the cycle over in another
year or so.
Overdoing things in the gym or on the

injuries throughout our entire lifespans.
In the best circumstances, they heal well,
with a minimum of internal scar tissue,
and function returns to practically
normal levels. When things are ideal,
that sprained ankle you got playing
soccer at age 12 doesn't affect your
ability to walk in your 30s. The lumbar
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strain you got from picking up the heavy
laundry basket 15 years ago resolved well,
so at 62, it won't hinder your golf game.
We are able to adapt to minor injuries,
and we learn how not to exacerbate
them.
But when we introduce a new exercise
program, especially if that exercise
program is more demanding, or
demanding in different ways than we
have experienced before, we risk the
flaring up of old injuries. Scar tissue
does not have the weight-bearing
capacity of healthy muscle or connective
tissue. This is when that old sprained
ankle may make itself known, and that
weakness in your back will definitely have
opinions about your new routine.
Sometimes you might feel like your new
commitment to fitness was not the best
idea.

has a lot to do with people not paying
attention to their own needs. One of the
many things massage therapy offers to
people who want to become healthier
and more fit is the chance to become
more aware of your own body in a
powerfully positive way. Increased body
awareness and self-appreciation may be
the best tools for helping you increase
activity levels without hurting yourself.
In this way, you can reach your goals
with power and joy, rather than with
pain and injury.
Ruth Werner is a former massage therapist, a writer,
and a continuing education provider. She wrote
A Massage Therapist's Guide to
Pathology
(Lippincott Williams + Wilkins, 2013).

Injuries Can Happen Any Time
CrossFit is one program that gets a lot of
attention because of its reputation for
being especially demanding. But any
type of exercise can lead to injury if
correct form is not observed. Zumba,
Jazzercise, and other dance-like
programs bring a risk of foot and leg
injuries, including sprained ankles,
plantar fasciitis, and stress fractures,
because the risk for twisting at the knee
is so high.
If you aren't paying close attention to
your own limits, even yoga can be a
source of soft-tissue injury: delayed
soreness, problems at the neck and
sacroiliac joints, or other injuries. One
massage therapist reported seeing several
injuries related to a prolonged yoga
headstand, probably in a student who
was not ready for this challenge.
How Can Massage Help?
Massage can help you deal with pain or
soreness from your exercise regimen
and can also help shorten recovery
periods so you can train more
efficiently. Although massage therapists
are not primary care providers, and
cannot diagnose conditions or prescribe
specific treatments, your therapist may
be able to offer excellent advice for
dealing with a fitness-related injury. He
or she may also have suggestions about
warm-ups, cool-downs, and postexercise
stretching, or be able to point you to an
appropriate coach or other professional
for specific exercise needs and to help
prevent future injury.
The incidence of exercise-related injury
Massage can get you back on track following an exercise-related injury

Relief for Computer Users
Mary Betts Sinclair
According to the American Optometric
Association, 46 percent of Americans
spend at least five hours a day on a
computer or smartphone. When looking
at a screen, many people hold their head
forward of center and slouch, which puts
many upper-body muscles in a
shortened position.
Here are some ways to avoid pain and
strain:
Computer users tend to blink very little
and stare straight ahead, not using their
peripheral vision. Be sure to keep
blinking, which washes your eyes in
naturally therapeutic tears and breaks up
your stare.
Take frequent rest breaks using the
20-20 Rule: every 20 minutes, spend
20 seconds looking at something far
away, preferably gazing out a window.
Also, stand up and move as much a
possible. This is a great time to do
eye-muscle
stretches
and
range-of-motion exercises for your back
and neck. Use your fingertips to gently

massage around your eyes, temples, and
forehead. Finally, rub your palms
together and gently cup your closed eyes.
Relax and breathe freely.

Mary Betts Sinclair is an Oregon-based educator
and bodyworker. Learn more about her at
www.marybettssinclair.com.

Make sure you have good light, and
check that your monitor is the correct
distance away from your eyes and at the
right height. Also, adjust the screen
settings to where they are comfortable in
terms of resolution and flicker.
If you wear eyeglasses, have them
checked. For example, in order for
some people to see clearly with their
heads held in an upright and balanced
position, and without chronic tightness
in the back of the neck, they may need to
have a prescription for a longer focal
length or larger bifocal inserts, or have
an adjustment of their eyeglass frames if
they are bent or twisted. Some people
may need a stronger or weaker
prescription. If your doctor has
prescribed a pair of glasses specifically
for seeing the computer screen, wear
them.

Take frequent breaks to avoid eye strain.

Here Comes the Sun
Updated UV Index Shines Light on Rays
A crucial warning system has been
recently updated for your skin's
protection. In compliance with the
World Health Organization, the
Environmental Protection Agency and
the National Weather Service revamped
the UV Index, a system created to alert
people about the level of harmful
ultraviolet (UV) light rays from the sun.
Overexposure to UV rays can cause
wrinkles and premature aging, skin
cancer, cataracts, and immune system
suppression.
Many factors influence the strength of
UV rays: UV light is stronger in the
summer, at higher altitudes, and in
areas closer to the equator. It's also
stronger at midday, from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., when the sun is directly overhead.
The new UV index ranges from 0-11

with guidelines as follows:
0-2: low.
Minimal exposure for the average
person, but watch for reflected UV from
snow and water.
3-5: moderate.
Stay in the shade during midday.
Cover-up outside.
6-7: high.
Wear a hat, sunglasses, and a sunscreen
with a minimum sun protection factor
(SPF) of 15. Avoid midday sun.
8-10: very high.
Take extra precautions, and avoid
midday sun. Wear protective clothing.
11: extreme.
Take all precautions, seek shade, and
avoid midday sun. If possible, stay
indoors.
As part of its daily forecast, the National
Weather Service publishes the UV index

for each area of the country. Go to
www.epa.gov/sunwise/uvindex.html and
enter your zip code to find your UV
index for the day. The Weather
Channel, as well as most local TV
stations, include the UV index in their
weather forecast. It can also be found at
www.weather.com.
For a detailed description of the UV
index, or for more information on sun
protection, visit www.epa.gov/sunwise.

Try to be a
rainbow in
someone's cloud.
-Maya Angelou

It looks like winter is finally over and summer is quickly
approaching. Make sure you get out and enjoy all of this
wonderful sunshine. Whether you plan on staying local for
the summer or travel outside, be safe and have fun!

Best Wishes,
Vickie
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